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W

elcome to the latest edition of Seeker –
hopefully by the time you read this the
floodwater around the country will be starting to
recede.
The stormy weather and flooding will undoubtedly
have resulted in some misplaced or damaged
geocaches. Please let us know of any interesting
stories about cache boxes that have ended up
in unusual places or travelled some distance in
the floods, so that we can include them in future
editions of Seeker.
Last month we held a GAGB lunchtime event near
Gloucester. It was very busy with over 80 caching
teams attending. Great to see so many names from
all over the country – sorry if we didn’t get to speak
to you all. I hope that we can have some regional
GAGB events over the next year.
The GAGB weekend is going to be held annually on
the second week of September (13/14th September
2014), and although it will be promoted as a CITO
weekend we are encouraging the non-litter side of
the CITO description. So please get your thinking
caps on as to areas near you that may be suitable
for an event.
I am also pleased to announce that the updated
GAGB website and Landowners Agreement
database (GLAD) will go live this month. Cass
Flowers (*geocass*) has spent many hours recoding
GLAD to make it easier for the end user as well as
the administrators. Once the website has gone
live we will be asking landowners to check their
agreements and provide us with logos to use.
Keep up with the latest GAGB news on GAGB
Facebook Page, Twitter and in the forums.
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The Aurora Borealis, Alaska.
© H.Alex Disch Heinz/jdax57.
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Geocaching in

Great Caching in the “Great Land”
Michael Malvick/Ladybug Kids paints an attractive picture
Alaska, “the Great Land” derived from the
Aleut word “Alyeska,” lives up to its moniker
and other superlatives on many levels.
Featuring Denali, at 20,237ft North America’s
highest point, more than 600,000 square
miles of land (1.5 million square kilometres)
of territory (twice the size of Texas), 100,000
glaciers including dozens of tidewater
glaciers, one that calves directly into the
Copper River and two larger than the state
of Delaware, three million lakes larger than
twenty acres, 34,000 miles (55,000 km) of
coastline, 3000 rivers including the mighty
Yukon River with character suitable for
calm canoeing up to the most extreme
whitewater, and climates ranging from
temperate rain forest to Arctic tundra,
Alaska offers something for every outdoor
adventurer.
Michael Malvick at Eklutna Glacier "Ice" Cube, (GC3J4TT).
© Neil Munroe/Skifast.

The incredible
scenery is enhanced
by sightings of
ubiquitous fauna
including three
species of bear
(brown/grizzly, black,
and polar…sometimes
leaving a backcountry
traveller feeling a link
or two from the top
of the food chain),
wolves, fox, moose,
Dall sheep, mountain
goats, golden and
bald eagles, ravens,
Trumpeter swans, sea
otters, orcas and other
cetaceans. Add to all
this geocachers that love to show off their state, and you
have a recipe for some amazing geocaching adventures.
Before venturing North, a geocacher needs to decide
“how” s/he wants to see Alaska. A lifetime isn’t long
enough to experience the entire state, so you must
pick and choose your adventures. Taking a cruise ship
is very popular during the summer months, with trips
originating in Seattle or Vancouver, travelling up the
southeast Alaska “panhandle”, departing several times
per week. Cachers including Juneau’s Davidaknz and
BerrySeekers3 (who works for the Alaskan brewing
company and stocks her caches with really cool related
swag) have placed caches close to the ports and near
popular tourist locations in each of these towns and
EarthCaches that can be worked out from the cruise
ship deck are sprinkled along the coast to fill in some
of the gaps. Other cachers combine sea/land packages
by cruising up the coast and taking the Alaska Railroad
from Seward to Fairbanks (usually with a stop at Denali
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National Park) and renting a car to go further afield.
Independent cachers simply fly into one of Alaska’s
hub cities served by several different airlines (including
Condor and Icelandair, which offer
seasonal non-stop service to Alaska
from Europe), rent a car, and take off
on their own.

Visitors also have a good chance of meeting moose and
bear in both urban and wild settings. Any wild animal
should be given a wide berth, but sometimes surprise
close encounters are unavoidable.
The most dangerous animal, a
moose will generally leave people
alone, but if you get inside a
moose’s personal space or too
close to a cow moose’s calves, the
moose may charge. When charged
by a moose, the best thing to do is
run, preferable behind a tree or other obstacle. Once the
moose is satisfied you aren’t a threat, it will usually break
off the charge without inflicting bodily harm. On the
other hand, you don’t want to run from a charging bear,

“If you don’t like the
weather, wait twenty
minutes.”

Tern Lake ©AlaskaVans. (GC2804M)

The biggest hazard the typical visitor
faces is the weather. Alaskans are
fond of saying, “If you don’t like the
weather, wait twenty minutes.” During the summertime,
you must be prepared for typical temperatures of
60°-85°F (15°-30°C) or warmer, mist and wind-driven
rain, and the very real potential for snow squalls at

elevations above 5000 feet (3000m). During the winter,
temperatures can drop below -40°F/C and warm to 60°F
(15°C), accompanied by snow, freezing rain, and rain,
depending on the temperature. The wild temperature
ranges are accompanied by around-the-clock daylight
for caching during the Summer and caching under the
aurora borealis (northern lights) during the Winter.
Next on the list of hazards is the Alaska state bird, the
mosquito. A big slow version of the biting insect hatches
while there is still snow on the ground in April and as
the weather warms and standing water becomes more
abundant, the mosquitoes hatch in incredibly large
numbers of smaller, faster, sneakier models. “Bug dope”
containing up to 100% DEET is used to fend off the skydarkening hoards, but many folks use local knowledge
to avoid the wet muskeg breeding grounds and head
for the treeless alpine country where a steady breeze
typically keeps the bloodthirsty air force at bay. In
addition to mosquitoes, noseeums, white socks, gnats
and other biting insects can put a damper on an outdoor
excursion if you are not prepared with bug dope and a
mosquito head net. On the bright side, Alaska does not
have Lyme disease bearing ticks, chiggers, or poisonous
snakes. A really effective way to avoid the mosquitoes is
to travel between mid-August and mid-September after
the first frost has killed off the insects and the fall colors
add a completely different pallet to the terrain.
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lest the predator/prey instinct gets triggered. As crazy as
it sounds, the best thing to do when confronted by a bear
is to hold one’s ground, make oneself as large as possible,
and “talk” to the bear, letting it know it is dealing with a
human. Most bears very badly want to avoid people and
will retreat when given a chance. In the unusual instance
of a bear actually making physical contact, you should
stay face down on the ground, play “dead,” and protect
the back of your head/neck with your hands. A brown
bear will generally break off an attack once it feels the
threat has been neutralized. For more information, you
can download a presentation by Alaskan cacher SSO
JOAT that covers a wide range of outdoor safety topics.
All hazards and logistical challenges considered,
geocaching in Alaska will take you to some incredible
locations. If driving is your desired sightseeing mode, you
can easily spend a day or more working on the Seward
Highway Cache Tour by cohofive that features about
100 caches along 110 miles of the Seward Highway
(a designated National Scenic Byway). The series of
microcaches are placed at viewpoints, trailheads, and
other points of interest. A reference cache in the series
that provides access to associated bookmark lists is
GC2804M, Bird View of Tern Lake - Seward Highway
Cache Tour. The patriach of cohofive passed away, but his
family and the Alaskan caching community keep the Tour
alive as a legacy.

Left: GC2AG4F, Upper Symphony Tarn

If easy hiking is of interest, the Turnagain Arm is one of
the first trails to be snow free in the Spring and remain
so in Autumn. The nine-mile trail starts at GC27KYP
Potter Creek Trailhead, ends at GC27NGE Windy Corner
Trail , and features more than fifty caches that may be
attempted in a single run with a car shuttle, or enjoyed
in pieces using the trailheads at Potter Creek, McHugh
Creek, Sunrise, Rainbow, and Windy.
Alternatively, you can rent a mountain bike, take a short
drive north of Anchorage to scenic Eklutna Lake, and take
on the “Hiking Eklutna Lake Powertrail” (HELP), which
features about 120 caches along the lake shore and in
the valleys above the lake placed by a team of cachers.
GC3W3X8 (HELP 000), will get you started. Mountains
tower more than 4,000 feet above the lake making the
area a mecca for cachers and serious mountaineers alike.
Only 1.5 mile (2.4 km) beyond the powertrail is Eklutna
Glacier Ice Cube, placed at the toe of the Eklutna Glacier.
The cache is difficult to access during times of high glacial
melting, but the trek up features gletschertopf/potholes
in the glacial outflow, mountain goats on the cliffs above,
and an awe-inspiring ravine with cliffs leading to the
peaks thousands of feet above.
If a visitor is hankering for solitude and alpine hiking
about the treeline, there is a multitude of trails in
the Chugach Mountains located immediately east of
Anchorage. One easily accessible and popular location
is South Fork Eagle River Valley, located at the end of
Highland Road. The trailhead is located just below the
treeline and follows the river valley to Symphony and
Eagle Lakes, a pair of alpine jewels at the base of Cantata
Peak (6,391ft/1,950m), location of GC12QHN (Hakuna
Cantata). An easy hike beyond the larger lakes are smaller
hidden tarns nestled on the flanks of the peaks.
Another accessible and very interesting alpine hike is
to Portage Pass. The trailhead is in Whittier, which is
accessed via the Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, which

is a multi-use railroad and highway
tunnel. The tunnel is narrow enough
traffic may pass only one way at a time,
so each half-hour, the traffic direction is
reversed. At 13,300ft (4,100 m), it is the
second longest highway tunnel and
longest combined rail and highway
tunnel in North America. Once at the
trailhead, a short 0.7 mile (1.1 km),
hike with 700ft (210 m) of elevation
gain up an old jeep road brings one
to the pass which features views of
Whittier, Whittier Canal, Portage Glacier
and several other glaciers, and many
mountain peaks. Just two of the many
caches in the area include Pillars of
Portage Pass and Portage Pass Glacier
Vantage.
May and June are wonderful times to hike in alpine
country because of the riot of wildflowers that brighten
up the meadows. Hikers can enjoy fields of wild
geranium, mountain aven, lupine, and chocolate lilies, to
name just a few. Be forewarned that stopping to smell the
flowers isn’t always advisable because those lilies emit
an odour that some liken to what comes out of the south
end of a north facing dog. In August and September,
blueberries, crowberries, cranberries, salmonberries,
currants and raspberries provide delicious natural snacks.
The only poisonous berry is the baneberry, which,
looking like an eyeball on the bush, isn’t very appetizing
anyway.
Besides having plenty of flora, fauna, and scenery to
choose from, photographers find delight in the long
periods of low angle light that Alaskan sunrises and
sunsets feature. Where one has mere minutes to capture
that perfect light in more tropical climates, the “magic
hour” gives shutterbugs plenty of time to experiment
with all the settings that come with today’s digital
cameras.
Finally, for the ultimate in high adventure caching, check
out caches placed by MTboy and Ridgeseeker. MTBoy
owns six out of Alaska’s eight highest caches (some that
require technical mountaineering) as well as caches in
remote and scenic locations that require bush plane,
pack raft, and/or extensive tussock hiking. A cacher may
finish an attempt with just one smilie, but the memories
associated with the cache will last a lifetime. Skifast and
I once made a winter attempt on MTBoy’s GCWBAQ
(Captain Kangaroo) and his surly sidekicks cache at
Portage Lake, located about fifty miles from Anchorage.
After skiing three miles (5km) across a frozen lake and
past the toe of Portage Glacier, which calves into the
lake, we spent over an hour digging in hard frozen snow
in an unsuccessful attempt to locate the cache. We
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eventually had to accept “defeat” and a DNF, but we’ll
always remember the incredible crust skiing on the lake,
watching rock and ice falls thunder down the mountain
across the lake, and the terrific view of Portage Pass.

You don’t have to go very far afield to have what started
out as a simple cache run turn into an adventure. I
high-centered my Ford Explorer in knee-deep water
and mud while driving up a dirt track during a local tour

MTBoy’s and Ridgeseeker’s most recent adventure
involved a cross country hike and raft trip between
the villages of Anaktuvuk Pass and Nolan through
Gates of the
Arctic National
Park. MTBoy
placed GC4N616
(Nutirik’s Erratic),
just outside the
National Park, as
a beacon for a
truly epic journey.
What the team
didn’t realize at
that point is that
low water in Ernie
Creek meant they would eventually be lining their
rafts through frigid shallow water around boulders
or carrying their rafts on their backs through willows
over ankle- and knee-twisting tussocks (vegetation
clumps with water in between them).
Despite the trials and tribulations, the
team finished the trip intact and still
speaking with each other. For further
information, visit MTBoy’s wife, Keri’s
picasa album with dozens more photos
and accompanying narrative.

with Tundra Tim. Pedro’s ridge runner survival cache
1 suddenly took on an entirely
new meaning but fortunately,
PedalPushin answered the phone
a friend (PAF) call, and had the
time, helpful spirit, and the right
equipment to save the evening. He
drove up from North Pole (yes, North

“May and June
are wonderful
times”
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Pole is southeast of Fairbanks), kept his feet dry while I
waded around in the water and used his handyman jack
along with some dead spruce trees to free my rig enough
for PedalPushin to pull it back onto terra firma with his
bigger georig. A month later, I returned to the area with
PedalPushin and scobey, and successfully negotiated the
road several more miles to access additional caches in the
area.
		
Wintertime provides its unique set of challenges if you
are not careful. While it’s true Alaskans live in paradise
(we walk on water about half the year), it’s also true that
firm water is very slick and hard upon impact. I wrote
my first to find (FTF) log for scobey’s 221B Baker Street The Case of a Deep Puzzle! puzzle cache when waiting
in a hospital emergency room while his freshly broken
trochanter was attended to. The evening of the incident,
scobey had dashed out of his home to accompany me on
my hunt for his latest cache when he slipped on the ice
and hit the ground hard. The full episode is detailed in my
and NorthWes’ (complete with pictograms) logs of March
7, 2007, and was permanently memorialized through
the production of the GeocacheAlaska! “Cacher Needs
Maintenance” geocoin.
Alaskan FTF chases lead cachers to push the limits in
other ways, too. Skifast and I scored the FTF on Rusty’s
Rocky Ridge Run atop 4000ft Eklutna Peak above Peter’s
Creek north of Anchorage. The evening began clear and
calm and we easily accessed On Top of the Bear as a
warm up. However, as we climbed higher, the weather
deteriorated and we reached ground zero in a mild
blizzard. Skifast looked for the cache while I fed the
two geohounds I brought along and he scored the FTF.
Descending via our original way up was unappealing due

to very treacherous steep ice for which we didn’t have
crampons, so after consulting with cache hider MTBoy
via cell phone, we took a different route off the summit,
schussing through knee-deep power for 1.2 miles (2
km) until we reached the trail along Peters Creek 2000ft
below. From there, we cached our way back to my georig
while about 15cm of fresh snow accumulated, providing
us with our own private winter wonderland.
If the weather really turns awful or you simply need down
time to recover from marathon caching sessions, you can
settle into a comfortable chair and work on solutions for
puzzle caches in the Puzzle Capital of Alaska, centered
around Soldotna on the Kenai Peninsula. SSO JOAT,
Klondike Kid & AKJake have tortured many cachers with
their puzzles that range from fairly simple to absolutely
diabolical. A reasonable place to start is the Harry Potter
series (reference GC1ZD5V, HP1 - The Sorcerer’s Stone)
that many book and movie aficionados can solve with
relatively little help until it’s time to solve the final field
puzzle for the bonus cache.
Sometimes cachers feel they can get a leg up on the
locals in the FTF chase because they are on vacation,
but beware of cavyguy, with 650 FTFs to his credit, has
a canny knack for being in the right place at the right
time to bounce on new caches as they publish. You know
you’ve been beat when you see the FTFWZRD license
plate in the parking lot.
Finally, if you do come to visit, let us know because we
like to party just as much as the next caching community.
We celebrate Pi Day (March 14) with a pie event,
Christmas with Geofests, the World Wide Flash Mob,
International Geocaching Day, and many other “holidays.”
We also host meet and greets
for visitors, having done so for
individual cachers as well as an
entire cruise ship delegation of
eighty cachers.

For more information about
geocaching in Alaska and
means to contact Alaskan
geocachers, visit the
GeocacheAlaska! website,
GeocacheAlaska! Facebook
group, GeocacheAlaska!
forums, and follow
GeocacheAlaska! on Twitter
@GeocacheAlaska.
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New website...going live

The new GAGB website, and its integral Land Agreement Database, will be
going live this month. Check it out; let us know what you think; tell us if you
find a glitch that we’ve missed... www.gagb.org.uk.
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Old unpublished geocaches
may be archived
Ever wondered why
it sometimes takes
a while to get a new
cache published?

Well, the answer lies in the fact that the
review of newly submitted cache listings
may be delayed if there are inactive and
unpublished cache listings nearby. To
prevent the accumulation of inactive
listings, these may be archived if it
appears they have been inactive for an
extended length of time.
Geocache listings should be submitted for
review within three months of creation.
If you are working on a complex geocache
or are waiting for permission for your
geocache placement, communicate your
progress by posting regular reviewer notes to
unsubmitted listings. Submissions older than
six months may be automatically archived. If
you believe your geocache was archived in
error, contact your reviewer for help.
If your unpublished geocache listing is
archived, none of the information or history
on the listing is lost. You can continue to post
logs on them and drop trackable items into
their inventory. To see the archived geocache
listing, follow these steps:
•
•
•

From your private profile page http://
www.geocaching.com/my/, click on
‘Geocaches’ near the top of the page.
A menu will appear on the right side
of the page “Your Geocaches Awaiting
Publication.”
Click on (“Show Archived”) to access your
archived unpublished geocache listings.
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Geocache safely......
The following guidance about walking comes originally from West Dorset Council,
offering advice and tips on staying safe. It applies equally well to any excursion
into the countryside, and given the poor weather in recent months is all the more
pertinent.
Stay safe and follow warning signs
Warning and path closure signs are there for your safety. Please pay attention to
them and avoid any informal paths as they may be treacherous.
Landslides and rock falls can happen quickly and without warning,
especially following severe weather. People are advised not to walk or climb over
debris.
In an emergency dial 999 or 112 and ask for the coastguard. If you get into
difficulty it is important the emergency services can locate you quickly so keep an
eye out for location or grid reference signs along pathways.
Be prepared before you go
Before the off plan your walk. It is important to know where you are going, how
long it will take and what you can expect to find on your route.
Remember to tell someone where you are going and what time you expect
to be back, especially if you are travelling alone. Mobile
phone coverage can be patchy in many places along the
Morecambe Bay Walk
coast or in secluded areas of the countryside.
If you are walking across beaches always check
The popular walk across
tide times before you leave. The tide can come in quickly
Morecambe Bay in the company
and without warning, and it is very easy to get cut off.
of the Queen’s Guide, Cedric
Check the weather forecast before you go and
Robinson, MBE, is to take place
wear appropriate clothing and footwear. Always be
ready for possible changes in weather.
on
Take plenty of food and drink. Fluids are
19 July 2014
especially important if travelling in hot weather.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

11am prompt from Arnside
(GC4X920).

aKent Mega: 4 May 2014
The Hop Farm, Maidstone Road, Paddock Wood,
Kent TN12 6PY. (www.kentmega.co.uk - GC4PKB2)

aPiratemania 7: 25-26-27 July 2014

Cartmel Racecourse, Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria LA11 6QF
Main Event Day Saturday 26th July (GC4NCX1)

aUK Mega Event: Ayrshire and Arran: 2 August 2014
Ayr Racecourse, 2-6 Whitletts Road, Ayr KA8 0JE (GC4HBG4)
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?

How to...

...convert decimal co-ordinates to
degrees and decimal minutes

The gc.com website listings of geocaches offer co-ordinates in
degrees and decimal minutes, and some other systems, e.g. Google™
Earth, are capable of changing the settings. But not all information
can be so easily used by geocachers, and, from time to time, you
may find yourself needing to convert from decimal degrees (which
are used by many places across the UK and Europe, such as hotel
locations) to degrees and decimal minutes. And sometimes you may
want to reverse the process.
So, how do you do it?
To convert decimal co-ordinates to DDD MM.MMM begin with the
whole number, noting that North and East are positive, while South
and West are negative.
Let’s take Big Ben as an example. This is 51.5006248° –0.1246239°.
So start with these numbers: 51. 5006248
Positive is North, so take the whole number (51.xxxxxxx) to give: N51°
Then multiply the remainder by 60: 0. 5006248 x 60 = 30.037488
Round this to 3 decimal places = 30.038
So, the latitude for Big Ben is N51° 30.038
Do this for the longitude reading: –0. 1246239
Negative is West, so take the whole number, in this case 0 to give W0°
Then multiply the remainder by 60: 0. 1246239 x 60 = 7.477434
Round this to 3 decimal places = 7.477
So, the longitude for Big Ben is W0° 7.477
The resulting co-ordinates for Big Ben are therefore N51° 30.038 W0°
7.477. If you impose those on Google™ Earth, you will get a slight
discrepancy, due to an in-built margin of error.
As an aside, what this means for geocachers, is do not use Google™
Earth to establish co-ordinates for caches.
Seeker March 2014 13
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Into stats? Then this is for you...
Magnus Månsson / ganja1447 explains

Project-GC is an online web service that is
meant to help geocachers in both fun and
useful ways. We do this by providing both
geocaching statistics and helpful tools.
The site is connected to Geocaching.com using
their LIVE api and you need to authenticate your
account to get access to most of the content. The
parts that are visible without authentication are
more like teasers. Note that the authentication
method is created by Groundspeak and that your
credentials are never sent to Project-GC.
I actually started to build on the site over 3
years ago. Back then the idea wasn’t really what
it turned out to be. I was mostly building offline tools for myself. Primarily I wanted Profile
statistics that updated themselves and I was also
looking into notification emails that actually had
some cache information in them. I wasn’t really
satisfied with the solutions that already existed.
I was quite new to geocaching and didn’t know
many geocachers. But with time I met more
and more of them out there, and I started to
understand that Top Lists were an interest for
many of them. I changed direction a bit and
started to build what others wanted, leaving my
own things behind.
The site was officially announced by Groundspeak
in April 2012. I received a lot of traffic, something
I wasn’t prepared for and the site was overloaded
for two days. Now almost two years later it’s
14 Seeker March 2014

another chapter.
The site isn’t
running on one
computer as it
did back then.
It’s a small server
cluster serving
the needs to
everyone that
wants it.
The Profile
statistics was one
of the reasons
why, after I
started to build
Project-gc, it
didn’t see the
light until 1-1½
year ago. These
stats are based on the FindStatGen for GSAK,
but with the advantage that you do not have to
install any software to use them, and they are
also automatically updated. We even provide
an option to have them automatically updated
at Geocaching.com. An example of the Profile
Statistics can be seen here, http://project-gc.
com/ProfileStats/ganja1447. So, why not check
your own statistics out here, http://project-gc.
com/Profile/ProfileStats.
I mentioned earlier that the site assists in both
fun and useful. When I say fun, I am mostly
thinking about statistics, which in one way is
quite useless, but also fun and interesting. The
Profile Statistics above are mostly for fun, even
though they can be useful in some cases. For
example checking if you fulfill a challenge cache.
In my opinion they can also be useful in the
way that they can provide every geocacher with
their own goals. For example, I am personally
trying to “collect” as many favorite points as
possible within Sweden, and I am competing

with everyone else on the matter, even though
I haven’t told the others that they are in the
competition. I track my position here, http://goo.
gl/TtGdQQ.
There are a lot of other top lists at Project-GC and
everything is dynamically generated. That means
that instead of having static top lists created by
someone, you can combine different filters to
find out exactly what you are looking for yourself.
An example could be, “Who from France has
found the most Multi-caches in Germany with
difficulty 3 or higher?”.
Several of my friends are doing everything they
can to complete as many D/T loops as possible.
And now we are getting in touch with one of the
cases where Project-GC actually has some helpful
tools as well. If I want to look into which D/T
ratings I am missing to complete my next loop
I can use this tool, http://goo.gl/r4nsMu. I can
even change it to show which caches I need for
the loop after that, so that I don’t miss anything
when I am out there.
Another very popular tool is the Map compare,
http://project-gc.com/Maps/MapCompare.
This was one of my earlier creations, and it’s
quite useful if you want to go geocaching with
a friend. You can add the name of yourself and
your friend and the tool will then show you which
caches neither of you have logged. I use it quite
a lot myself. As mentioned earlier, everything is
dynamically generated and you can filter out a
lot of things. So you can even use this tool to find
out which T5 caches none of you have logged for
example.
There are several other tools available, some of
the smaller ones that really are worth mentioning
are:
• Find bad logs – A tool that helps you find
double logs, or cases where you have logged
your own cache and so on. http://project-gc.
com/Profile/FindBadLogs
• Needs Maintenance – A tool that looks into
caches you own and tries to find those that
seems to have issues. http://project-gc.com/
Profile/NeedsMaintenance
• Map Hidden date / Hidden month –
Something that can help you if you want
to completed the placed date or placed
month charts that can be found in the Profile

•

•

Statistics. http://project-gc.com/Maps/
MapHiddenDate http://project-gc.com/Maps/
MapHiddenMonth
Map regions / Map counties – A helpful tool
if you want to log at least on cache in every
region/county in a country. http://project-gc.
com/Maps/MapRegions http://project-gc.
com/Maps/MapCounties
Solved mysteries – A map of all mystery
caches where you have added corrected
co-ordinates. A way to keep track of all those
unknown caches that you have solved but
might have forgotten about. http://project-gc.
com/Profile/SolvedMysteries

There are plenty of more tools than those, I just
wanted to tell you about some of them. Worth
mentioning is that some of the functions of
Project-GC are for paying members only. The
last 3 tools mentioned above actually are for
paying members only, but most of the content at
Project-GC is free. If you find the site interesting
and feel that you use it a lot, then I would
suggest that you take a look at http://project-gc.
com/Home/Membership, maybe you will feel
that there are functions that you believe is worth
paying for.
Finally, I would like to talk about the Challenge
checker system, http://project-gc.com/Tools/
Challenges.
This is actually not 100% done yet, and there
aren’t many checkers out there. Mostly for
Sweden and Czech Republic I think. The idea is
that users (with some programming knowledge)
should be able to create checkers and helpful
tools for all the Challenge caches out there in the
geocaching world.
The system itself works but there are some
redesigning to do to make it smoother to use,
especially when creating scripts. The scripts
are created within a LUA sandbox and currently
you have to ask for access to be able to upload
scripts. Contact us if you are interested.
I really hope that this system will have thousands
of checkers available at some point. I feel that it
would be helpful to many geocachers out there.
It’s a hassle to know if you fulfill a challenge
sometimes, and sometimes nearly impossible to
check it as well.
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Fed up of bulging pockets filled with all the
paraphernalia we carry round as conscientious
geocachers? - torches, plastic wallets, pocket
knives, GPS, maps, bits of string, etc., etc.. Don’t
want to carry a conventional rucksac?
Well, here’s an answer...the Maxpedition Jumbo™
Versipack®. This rather odd-looking pack is not for long days
on the hills, but it is great for long (and short) days geocaching
around country lanes and along canals, for example...put all the
clutter in this comfy holdall.
Purposefully designed, the multi-functional Jumbo™
has a quick release buckle and tuck-in flap for immediate
access to multiple pockets and dividers, a spacious rear
compartment with Hook-and-Loop interior, a paracord draw
pouch fitted for a 1-litre water bottle, and a quick-release
ergonomic shoulder and waist strap for fluent mobility.
I’ve been field testing this item for the last few weeks,
because on top of everything else I carry for geocaching, I have
cameras and SatMap navigation aids that record where I’ve
been (but that’s nothing to do with geocaching – that’s the
job). Sometimes, with all the clutter, I feel like I’m trussed, ready
for roasting. So, it was great to find a bag that makes things so
much easier.
I used a right-side carry bag, and would have preferred
a left-side, but that’s just a personal preference. It was just so
convenient having everything to hand, especially the water
bottle. There’s a lot of good thought gone into this.
Overall size
Approx. 13”(L) x 11”(H) x 5.5”(W)
Main compartment approx. 9”(L) x 8”(H) x 3”(W)
Empty weight approx. 1.8 lbs
Exterior front
10”(L) x 8”(H) enclosure flap
2” quick release enclosure buckle
One (1) 6.5”(L) x 2”(H) loop field for patches
One (1) 6”(L) x 5.75”(H) zippered pocket
One (1) 5.5”(L) x 5”(H) slip pocket
One (1) 6”(L) x 7.75”(H) x 2’(W) zippered pocket
One (1) 6”(L) x 5’(H) internal mesh pocket
Internal key retention clip
Exterior rear
Breathable padding for comfort
Exterior left
One (1) 7.5”(H) x 3” diameter paracord draw pouch with basegrommet for water bottle
Exterior right
One (1) 3.25”(L) x 5.75”(H) x 1”(W) zippered pouch
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One (1) interior 3”(L) x 4.5”(H) slip divider
Exterior top
One (1) 7”(L) x 4”(H) x 0.75”(W) zippered pouch
One (1) 7”(L) x 2”(H) loop field for patches
Exterior bottom
3-channel PALS webbing
Main interior front
One (1) 8”(L) x 6”(H) slip pocket
Main interior rear
One (1) 8”(L) x 6”(H) slip pocket
Straps
Fixed shoulder strap made from 2” webbing 33” min. adjustable
to 56” max. length; with 2’ non-slip shoulder pad, 2” quick
release buckle and Keyper™ attachment point
Additional storage
9”(L) x 10”(H) concealed zippered compartment
Other features
Grab handle made from 0.75” webbing
Paracord cinch storm collar helps keep contents water resistant
Removable waist strap
Prices range from £68.86-£118.99. Available from Amazon and
a number of other online suppliers. Check out the full range at
www.maxpedition.com.
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My strange hobby

© Ian Grimes

...Lizzardman (Ian Grime) tells his tale

In March of 2014 I will have been a
geocacher for 10 years. I won’t quite
have hit my 10,000 finds, but shouldn’t
be too far away – not that it’s about
the numbers you understand!

Without being overly melodramatic
it’s fair to say that geocaching has been an
inspiration over the years. I have met some
fantastic people, made some great new
friends, and visited and discovered places I
never knew existed.
Moreover, I have
found caches in 20
countries around
the world, and in all
corners of the UK.
I’ve found caches
disguised as bolts,
stones, bird nests,
pipes and a host of
other things, and
have solved puzzles
and
discovered
18 Seeker March 2014

codes and ciphers I was never previously
aware of….
...and yet many of my friends just
don’t understand my hobby. They are aware
of it, but aren’t fascinated in the same way
that I am. Why wouldn’t people be interested
in walking in the fresh air and visiting new
places to find Tupperware? I guess we’re all
made differently…
Before I discovered geocaching, I
spent a fair amount of time in the Lake
District, on the North York moors and down
on Dartmoor. My time then was preoccupied
with letterboxing – the low tech forerunner
to geocaching where you had written clues
and a compass to find the treasure.
I had an inkstamp with a lizard
design on it, and therefore when I started
geocaching the first thought that came to
mind when being asked for a nickname was
Lizzardman.
So it was always inevitable that
I was going to discover geocaching I

warning, though – if you click on my profile
to take a look at my collection it will take
some time for the page to load!
I have no idea of what value the coins
have, but have been offered considerable
amounts of money for some in my collection,
so I’m going to hang onto them for now!
My interest has resulted in my
working with a guy in the USA, designing
different colourways of the same design for
UK events. This started off with a 09-09-09
coin and most recently an 11-12-13 coin,
suppose, but it seems a long time ago that
I found my first cache in Sale Water Park
in Manchester. Back then caches were far
fewer in number and I would travel miles
to pick up one or two finds. My 100th cache
was found at the Forum in the middle of
Rome amidst crowds of people – I still can’t
believe how public that cache was!
It was later that year that I came
across geocoins for the first time, and my
interest quickly became an addiction. Back
in 2004 it was amazing how far people were
prepared to travel to find a geocoin and
earn a new icon for their profile.
The first geocoins started to appear
on eBay for crazy amounts of money. I
managed to buy a couple, but became
disheartened with the prices people were
charging. We therefore formed a Geocoin
Group which purchased coins in bulk, direct
from the suppliers and therefore managed
to get lots
of coins at
reasonable
prices...my
addiction was
born…
I
now
have
a
collection
of
almost
3,000
coins
and
while
collecting
them
has
tailed off in recent years I am still picking
them up on an ad hoc basis. A word of

with various other designs over the years in
between.
I enjoy designing the different
colourways and bringing some cost effective
and beautiful coins to the UK for geocachers
to enjoy, at a price that is affordable.
I still haven’t designed my own coin,
but I think that’s only a matter of time and
I’ve a feeling I’ll be caching and collecting
coins for many years to come yet!

All coin images are © hgacreative
www.hgacreative.com
Please note: None of the coins
illustrated has been activated. So
don’t try ‘Discovering’ them; it won’t
work!
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Getting started
with GSAK
Cass Flowers *geocass* explains how
GSAK (Geocaching Swiss Army Knife) is software that allows
you to store and manage an offline database of geocaches
and waypoints. To be honest, GSAK can seem a bit daunting
at first, because there are so many features packed into it, so
anyone in their early days as a geocacher may want to come
to terms with Pocket Queries and Bookmark Lists to begin
with, before graduating to GSAK. Once taken, however, the
step into GSAK-World, will prove a revelation.

The software is free to use with no restrictions for 21 days, and can be
downloaded from http://gsak.net. You may continue to use GSAK after 21 days,
but then you get a ‘nag’ screen, and, if you want to remove that, then you need to register: registration costs $30
USD, just over £18, and that’s a one-off fee.
The cachers who will benefit most from GSAK are those who go out to find a high number of caches in
a day; those who travel to a lot of different places to cache, and those who like data. In other words, GSAK is for
the dedicated, long-term geocacher.
This short guide starts at the very beginning and covers a few of the ways to import geocaches into GSAK. In
future issues, I’ll deal with more complex matters.
But first, why use GSAK?
Well, if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. If you’re happy with PQs and Bookmark Lists, that’s the way to do things. But
GSAK gives you so much more.
• Pocket queries are limited: you can only get 5 logs per cache. If you use GSAK you can have an unlimited
number of logs per cache. When I go caching, I export 6,000-odd caches to my GPS each with 25 logs.
• You can combine the use of pocket queries with cache retrieval via GSAK. Grab 5,000 caches per day via PQs
and 6,000 caches via GSAK means you can pull 11,000 caches into your database per day.
• You can find a particular subset of caches in GSAK, which you can’t do using PQs. This is how I generate my
list of challenge caches and underground caches. (e.g. search for unknown caches with the title “Challenge”,
or search with caches with the word “Cave” in the title).
• You can store all corrected co-ordinates for puzzle caches in your GSAK database. It’s easy to filter and find
those that you have already solved. You can’t easily do this via www.geocaching.com unless you create your
own bookmark list and then generate a PQ.
• The filter is very versatile - You can filter for almost anything to do with cache data.
First steps after installation
When GSAK is initially installed on your computer you will be set up with a database named ‘Default’. You can
create additional databases, but for the purpose of learning how to import caches we will just concentrate on
adding caches to this ‘Default’ database.
When you first load the software you will be asked if you want to populate your database with some
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sample data. Select ‘No’, and continue following this guide.
You may then be asked to update your settings so that GSAK is able to identify which Geocaching.com caches
in your database belong to you and which you have found. Click ‘Yes’. You will be asked to authorise your account via
the Groundspeak API. Enter your username and password as prompted followed by ‘Allow Access’.
Importing GPX files
Cachers that don’t use GSAK will probably be used to downloading a pocket query from Geocaching.com, downloading
individual GPX files from cache pages, or downloading a selection from the map on Opencaching.com and then
copying them onto their GPS. Wherever or however you acquire the GPX files of caches you can import the
downloaded files into your GSAK database using the following method.
To import each file one at a time:
1. Click the ‘File’ menu.
2. Click ‘Load GPX/LOC/ZIP’.
3. Click the yellow folder icon to the top right of the dialog box that appears and point to the file that you wish to
import.
4. Repeat this for each file that you wish to import.
To import all files from a folder:
1. Click the ‘File’ menu.
2. Click ‘Load GPX/LOC/ZIP’.
3. Untick the ‘Use Defaults’ checkbox.
4. Under the ‘Load Type’ heading, select ‘Folder’
5. Click the yellow folder icon to the top right of the dialog box that appears and point to the folder that contains all of
the files that you wish to import.
Depending on how many geocaches you are attempting to load, it may take a minute or so to import the caches. Once
complete you will see a dialog box summarising how many caches have been found. Select ‘OK’, and the caches will be
appear in the GSAK database and page template – see below.
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Caching

on an Active
Volcano

It has now been 30 years since Kilauea spewed back to life on the Big Island
of Hawaii. The volcano has been churning out lava flows from its flank and
currently has a pool of lava at it summit and has become the laboratory for
volcanic studies for geologists, students, teachers and the wider community.
It is an amazing landscape of lava flows, tropical fern forests, beautiful pacific
ocean vistas and reefs.
What better way to explore the wonder of this volcano than through caching! The
volcano boasts traditional and an array of EarthCaches to lead you to your own
discoveries – but to add to your explorations, why not go with two geologists who
are passionate about the volcanoes of Hawaii and who are passionate about caching?
And you need no geology knowledge to participate…just enthusiasm!
The Geological Society of America’s EarthCache team (geoaware and geoawareHQ)
are leading this once-in-a-lifetime trip for cachers to discover the wonders of the
volcanoes on the Big Island of Hawaii. We will spend time caching, as well as time
explaining the wonders of the volcanic landscapes. There is free time to power cache,
walk the beach, look
for turtles as well as
time to explore lava
caves, lark on recent
lava flows and so
much more.
All images © Gary Lewis

We will visit
EarthCaches in
Hawaii Volcanoes
National Park, a
chain of traditional
in the coastal forests
as well as caches in
Hilo and beyond.
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We spend most of our time living on Kilauea, but we also see and visit Mauna
Loa - the Earth’s largest volcano. We see black sand beaches, a green sand
beach, snorkel on a coral reef and climb inside a wild lava tube. We visit a

Tsunami site and museum, see waterfalls and more. We take in some real
Hawaiian culture and visit historic parks.

The trip includes all transport and accommodation once you arrive in Hilo and
many meals. Accommodation is in a delightful bed-and-breakfast cabins set in
a wet tropical fern rainforest. All you have to do is get flights to and from Hilo
Airport (ITO)...we meet you on the pick-up day and the rest is just ‘fun’
This trip will help you learn about the earth, build up your cache statistics and
meet people from around the globe. You will make friends for life!
If you want to join us, just visit the website www.earthcache.org and look for
the EarthCache GeoVentures link.
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Members discounts...
www.ukgeocachers.co.uk

UK geocachers are happy to offer GAGB

members a 5% discount on their products. In
order to obtain your discount, you need to email
UKgeocachers and set up an account, so that the
discount is applied to each order.

Geotees: For geocoins,
travel bugs, caches and more.
We can also have your own
coins or tags made for you to
your design. Please visit us at
www.geotees.co.uk where
GAGB members enjoy a 5%
discount. To get your discount, open an account,
then PM or email me (Mongoose39uk) through the
GAGB website before you place your order. This
only needs to be done once, the discount will then
be applied to all future orders.
Cicerone
Press are pleased

to offer GAGB
members a discount
of 20% on all Cicerone titles purchased online at
www.cicerone.co.uk.
All members need to do to claim the discount is
to add the voucher code ‘GAGB’ on the shopping
basket page of the Cicerone website.

NE GEOCACHING SUPPLIES are happy to

offer GAGB members a 5% discount on their wide
range of geocaching products – see
www.negeocachingsupplies.co.uk.
The relevant discount code is available
from the Members’ Chat section of the GAGB
forums.
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Cotswold Outdoor offer GAGB
members a 15% discount.
More detail and the discount
code are available from the
Members’ Chat section of the
GAGB forums.

Pulse72Geocaching are happy to

offer GAGB members a 10% discount on their
wide range of geocaching products – see
www.pulse72geocaching.co.uk.
The relevant discount
code is available from the
Members’ Chat section of
the GAGB forums.

GeocacheKit are

pleased to be able to offer
all GAGB members a 5%
discount on all items on the
website www.geocachekit.
co.uk. Including geocoins,
trackables, readymade
caches and much more.

The discount code is available from the
Members’ Chat section of the GAGB forums.

Keep track of your
trackables!
An interesting and useful site to give you an
overview of where your trackable items are
and the different countries they have visited.
www.geotastic.com\geotribes

